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CONFIDENTIAL

19 July 1966
ALD/ksn

The USSR and the Viet-Wam conflict

(in the context of the Secretary-General's forthcoming visit to Moscow)

Throughout last year, and in particular at Tashkent, the USSR acted

as a country whose primary concern was the maintenance of peace. There

is ample evidence of the genuine desire of the Soviet Union to see the

Viet-Nam conflict ended by a just settlement. There could "be no lasting

peace, however, if a socialist ally were abandoned. Therefore, as

required by the evolution of the war, the USSR's assistance to the

Democratic Republic of Viet-Wam had to be increased. More recently, the

stepped-up military pressure on North Viet-Wam has created a more serious

dilemma for the Soviet Union. The Soviet leaders have committed themselves

to taking all necessary measures in support of North Viet-Nam. On the

other hand, their sincerity has been put in question by China. For its

part, the U.S. Government is said to be rejecting the possibility that the

USSR will intervene directly in Viet-Nam. The Soviet leaders, therefore,

are confronted with a grave problem as to the credibility of their

increasingly serious warnings to the U.S. They know what risks a

misunderstanding of their position could entail for world peace. In these

circumstances, the Secretary-General's visit to Moscow may be particularly

important.

1. At an early stage in the escalation of the conflict, the USSR showed

its concern for peace. On 16 February 19̂ 5, following the first American

air strikes on North Viet-Nam, the Soviet Government officially proposed
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to North Viet-Nam and China that an international conference on Indochina

should "be convened and, on 23 February, consulted with France on this

subject. This opportunity was missed, unfortunately. While the attitude

of North Viet-Wam is not known, China opposed the initiative and, shortly

afterwards, the American Government advised U Thant that it was not

interested in negotiations at that time.

Since the failure of its initial attempt, the USSR has steadfastly

maintained that it is in no position to influence the opening of

negotiations. All visitors to Moscow - Prime Minister Wilson, the

Commonwealth Peace Mission, Prime Minister Ghandi - apparently have been

told that the question of a peace settlement must be discussed with the

Viet-Namese themselves, namely, North Viet-Nam and the WFLSVN. Many

commentators have underlined that ChinaTs intransigence on the one hand,

and the position of the leaders of North Viet-Nam and the Front as

faithful socialist allies, on the other hand / note, in particular, the

support given to the Soviet Union's ideological line at the XXIII Congress

of the CPSU_/, left little possibility for the Soviet Union to take any

direct initiative such as requesting that the Geneva Conference be

reconvened. Nevertheless, the USSR's continuous hope that negotiations

would be possible was illustrated during the visit of Mr. Shelepin to

Hanoi in January 1966, at the time of the suspension of the air raids:

the final communique" did not condemn this particular peace offensive while,

in Paris, Ambassador Zorin officially advocated the "implementation of the

policy of negotiation with those against whom fighting is conducted"

(18 January 1966).

2. While desiring a settlement, the Soviet Union had to provide North

Viet-Nam with the necessary assistance to resist the military pressure

which was stepped up during 1965. Premier Kosygin's mission to Hanoi in

February 1965 was followed by a series of visits to Moscow by high-level

North Viet-Namese delegations in April, July and August. On 17 April,

shortly after President Johnson had announced his offer of "unconditional
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discussions" in Baltimore, a North Viet-Nam-USSR communique" was signed in

Moscow denouncing the Baltimore speech ("it does not seek to explore the

ways towards a peaceful solution ..."), outlining the USSR's support of

the North Viet-Wamese four points of- 8 April and establishing the principles

of expanded assistance (including the sending of volunteers on two

conditions: (a) that the U.S. aggression is intensified, and (b) that

Worth Viet-Nam asks for it).

3. As the years went by, the USSR found that U.S. officials were openly

discounting the possibility of more direct support to North Viet-Nam. The

USSR therefore had to multiply its warnings to the U.S. not to exceed

certain limits in the conflict. As early as September 1965 President

Brezhnev, in his report to the Central Committee of the CPSU, said that

"the American leaders have been clearly told that there was no possibility

of normalizing relations with the U.S. with the present American aggression

against Viet-Nam, a brotherly socialist country." A very serious warning

followed the resumption of American air raids on 51 January 1966. The

U.S.-USSR relationship became practically frozen during the first part of

1966.

In the meantime, the Soviet Government, in more recent statements,

renewed its pledge of support to North Viet-Nam. In the joint statement

of the Warsaw Pact countries of 9 Jiily 19̂ 6, the sending of volunteers

was again mentioned with only one condition attached, namely, the request

of the North Viet-Namese Government. In order to underline its seriousness,

the multilateral character of socialist assistance to North Viet-Nam was

stressed.

4. While these serious measures were taken, the Soviet Government

nevertheless continues to maintain the position that a settlement could be

reached on the basis of the four points advanced by the Democratic Republic

of Viet-Nam, in accordance with the Geneva Agreements. Unlike China, the
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USSR continues to require, as one of the first conditions, the cessation

of American bombardments of Worth Viet-Nam. And, in spite of the well

known continuous criticism from China, the USSR has reiterated its view-

that negotiations should include China.

-x- -x- •*

The Secretary-General shares with the Soviet Government, and indeed

with a large majority of the United Nations membership, a genuine concern

for peace. It has inspired all the Secretary-General's actions on

Viet-Wam. The USSR Government is not unaware of the repercussions which

the Viet-Nam conflict has had on the U.N. Most Members are frustrated by

the inability of the Organization to help restore peace. Had it not been

for the personal role undertaken by the Secretary-General, other

initiatives which were openly advocated in various quarters might have

developed and engendered more controversies. In the meantime, the

Secretary-General has always clearly stated the reasons which prevent a

useful U.N. involvement at this stage in the Viet-Nam conflict.

It is the Secretary-General's intention, in this aggravating phase

of the conflict, to continue his efforts to keep his channels of

communications open with all the parties as far as possible. The Secretary-

General is well aware that, as head of the U.N., which is so constituted

that it excludes Viet-Nam and China, his position is particularly difficult.

Nevertheless, in his three points, he has asked for an end to the bombing

of North Viet-Nam, as well as agreement to negotiations with the

combatants because he feels that this reflects the views of the large

majority of the U.N. membership. The Secretary-General also believes that

he may be in a position, knowing at first hand the real determination of

the parties, to make the Governments involved realize the gravity of the

situation and, therefore, help to avoid dangerous misunderstandings.
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Finally, the Secretary-General has to maintain an impartial position

so that, should the situation make it necessary in the future, he might

join with other forces of peace to prevent the worst from happening.
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•'.': , "But'it becomes ever more clear to m e that this impasse can be broken and a halt
put to the increasingly horrible slaughterman d destruction of the Vietnam War only if one
side or the other shows the wisdom 'and the courage and the compassion for humanity to
take the initiative on a first step— that is to say, by undertaking unilaterally to put the
standstill truce into effect, and thereafter to fire only if fired upon.

"The United States, with power and wealth unprecedented in human history, is
in a position to take this initiative." . — UN Secretary General U Thant

'.' The clesr implication of this unprece-
dented appeal by U Thant is that America
and; its leaders are wise enough, courage-
ous enough- and compassionate enough to
give him a sympathetic and thorough hear-
ing. Would he: have made it" otherwise?

The appeal is based on the recom-
mendations of an American Senator, to
which Thant made direct, warm reference.

-Is this not another reason for America and
its leaders 'to feel especially proud?

The appeals of- Thant and Sen. Joseph
. Clark (D-Pa.) for a bold first move -by the
U. S. present Washington with several par-
ticularly rich opportunities. American
energy and imagination should now be
focussed on the arguments for accepting
those appeals, "hot . on the arguments for
rejection. '

There ere, in fact, very few .of the
latter. Virtually everyone concedes, and
the latest grim headlines confirm, that the
adversary can no longer hope to win the
shooting war. There are still scattered de-
mands for savage escalation .of the con-
flict—such as former Gen. LeMay's call
for continued bombing "until -we have de-
stroyed every work of man in North Viet-

.nam if this is what it takes to win the war".
_— but the President has firmly rejected
them. -

From the purely military point of view,
the U/S. has little to lose in initiating a
cease-fire. From the diplomatic point of

view, the gains could well be substantial.
Would not such a dramatic peace offen-

sive inevitably put Hanoi under heavy
pressure to reciprocate? How could North
Vietnam fight on without exposing herself
as an aggressor and thus outraging the
decent opinion of the world?

In recent weeks, Peking has repeatedly
and crudely threatened Hanoi against talk-
ing peace. How could China, much less
the North. Vietnamese, sustain that posi-
tion in the face of an actual cease-fire by
the allies? Ho Chi Minh is a realist. There
have bean many predictions, from Thant
and from Moscow, that Ho would tails
peace if the U.S. ceased_ bombing the
North. If the U. S. went further, ceasing
all offensive operations, those forecasts
would be finally, indisputably tested.

Is such a test unthinkable when the
result may be peace in Vietnam? No such
test has been made before. The fact that
a 37-day bombing suspension in 1965-66
did not 'bring peace does riot mean that a
cease-fire in 1967 cannot do so.

There is undoubtedly a question of
"face." It is not exclusively a question
with the Asians. Washington cannot lose
face by backing its peaceful words with
practical deeds. It can only gain a respect
and admiration in the world matching
America's power and wealth. We urge the
President to reflect on this prospect and
to give the proposals for a unilateral cease-
fire his most serious consideration.



CONFIDENTIAL

21 April 1967
ALD/ksn

Note on the Secretary-General's efforts concerning Viet-Nam

The publication "by the Secretary-General on 28 March 1967 of his

new proposals for Viet-Nam constitutes a turning point in a long series

of efforts to help "bring about discussions between those involved in

the Viet-Nam conflict. First of all, by disclosing his 14 March

confidential memorandum to the parties, the Secretary-General voluntarily

departed from his self-imposed rule of discretion on his private

initiatives, though, naturally, he maintained it with regard to the

replies he received. Up to now, it had been quite remarkable that, in

spite of more or less distorted press reports about them, the Secretary-

General had been able to maintain the secrecy around his more important

personal actions (for example, the August 19&5 proposals to the members

of the Geneva Conference; the meeting with the Worth Vietnamese Ambassador

in Moscow in July 19̂ 6, etc.). As a result of this sudden shift from

quiet diplomacy to the public arena and also as a result of the accompanying

appeal by the Secretary-General to the world community to assess his

latest proposals, the public opinion is led to believe that, for the

Secretary-General, a solution to the Viet-Nam conflict does not seem

likely to make much progress through the use of informal and confidential

good offices, at least for the time being. (The publication by North

Viet-Wam, on 21 March 1967, of the exchange of letters between President

Johnson and President Ho Chi Minh of February 1967 would tend to support

the view that direct confidential diplomacy is not very useful at present.

Indeed, each side was repeating in this highly secret correspondence

exactly what it had been saying publicly for months.)

In retrospect, it would seem that the most important part of the

Secretary-General's role in the Viet-Wam conflict may have been his

public pronouncements on matters of principle. They have served so far

as a rallying position for all those who have refused to depict this
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war in the absolute right or wrong terms of the cold war. Thus, the

Secretary-General has taken into account the feelings of the majority

of United Nations states Members which, though they may be somewhat

divided on their assessment of the conflict, are opposed to the

continuation and expansion of the war and wish the United Nations in

some way to make a contribution in this direction. The Secretary-

General's position - in particular, his three points of February and

March 1966 - has become so familiar that there is a tendency to

underestimate how bold it was for him to take a stand on such questions

as stopping the bombardments of North Viet-Nam or reciprocal de-escalation,

both of which have immediate strategic and military implications for all

sides. (It is interesting to observe, for example, that statements by

General de Gaulle never dealt directly with these concrete issues,

condemning instead the United States intervention in Viet-Nam as a

whole*) Of course, in a confrontation of will, such as the Viet-Nam war,

this kind of independent stand becomes increasingly difficult to maintain

if the positions show a tendency to stiffen. This is what happened in

the last months after President Johnson's negative reaction to the

famous interview of Foreign Minister Duy Trinh with William Burchett

of 28 January 1967, offering the opening of talks against a cessation

of the bombardments of North Viet-Nam, Then, it seemed most unlikely

that, in the foreseeable future, a cessation cf the bombings without

reciprocal moves in the military field would be ordered by President

Johnson who, in addition, showed an inclination to consider any demand

for cessation of the United States bombings as enemy propaganda.

Had the Secretary-General's three points become useless since they

angered one side without provoking a response from the other? At that

stage, the initial three points had actually become more an illustration

of the Secretary-General's independent position than a proposal which

had any prospects of being accepted in the immediate future. Nevertheless,

the Secretary-General tenaciously chose to try a last effort by exploring
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what would be the present or future chances of a stand-still truce.

The risk of such a step was that, once the cessation of bombardments

no longer appeared as a first prerequisite, there would be observers

to see in the new proposals a fundamental change of position on the

part of the Secretary-General. Indeed, as shown in subsequent reactions,

it appeared that the earlier three points had achieved internationally

a symbolic value of much greater importance than United Nations circles,

and perhaps the Secretary-General himself, had realized. It would be

futile to reproach the United States State Department for using the

so-called change of position of the Secretary-General, though, even from

the point of view of the United States, the propaganda advantage had to

be balanced with the damage caused to the Secretary-General's role as

a useful bridge with Hanoi. In addition, it has given China a new

opportunity for denouncing the United Nations and probably has offered

the Chinese new arguments to advise the Democratic Republic of Viet-Nam

against any further contact with the Secretary-General, (The Hanoi press,

which never in the past attacked the Secretary-General personally, has

in recent weeks carried a series of sharp denunciations of his cease-

fire proposals and reproduced China's attacks against U Thant.) How

long these consequences will last is difficult to foresee. In any case,

such was the impact on world opinion of the Secretary-General's earlier

three points that it may still be hoped that, after some time, the recent

impression that the Secretary-General had changed his views of the war

will disappear. This may happen, in particular, if the Secretary-General,

as he has done during his recent trip to Asia, plays down the difficult

question of various cease-fires or de-escalation formulae (which, as

shown by the latest Canadian and South Vietnamese proposals, are advanced

largely for propaganda purposes at this atage) and simply reiterates every

now and then the stand he has continuously maintained concerning the

cessation of the bombardments of North Viet-Nam and the recognition as

parties to the negotiations of those who are actually fighting.
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*
*

By contrast with the above difficulties, it has proven somewhat

easier for the Secretary-General to express his personal views on the

basis of a settlement without alienating either side. He has asked

repeatedly for a revival of the essentials of the Geneva Agreements.

Indeed, the parties themselves have "been proclaiming for some time that

they recognize these Agreements though they often leave unclear what

they really mean.

In fact, recent statements issued by both sides confirm that their

respective interpretations of the Geneva Agreements have always been

divergent and are now farther apart than ever. For the United States,

South Viet-Nam and some western countries such as the United Kingdom

or Canada, the powers meeting at Geneva organized the separation of the

two parts,, of c Viet-Nam, each to coexist without interference from the

other until such time as reunification would become possible. In this

exegesis, the essential part of the Agreement was the creation of a new-

political structure which emerged from a post-colonial settlement, similar

to that which emerged after World War II as a divided Germany or a divided

Korea. As for the provisions for the self-determination and for the

reunification of Viet-Nam, they were only of secondary importance and

therefore they could be postponed until better times without betraying

the essentials of the Agreement. On the other hand, the DRVN, the NFLSVN

and such countries as China, the USSR and France advance the view that

there is not a single word in the Geneva Agreements which says that the

separation of Viet-Nam in two parts was final, or even that the Geneva

Conference intended to create a new political situation. On the contrary,

it was specified that the separation of the military forces of both sides,

necessitated by the cease-fire arrangements, was temporary and that

internationally supervised elections, to be held in both parts of Viet-Nam,
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would decide the political settlement. For these countries, the above

provisions for reunification were the essential part of the Agreements

and could not "be ignored without endangering the whole Accord.

Of course, each side's view of the responsibilities in the conflict

originates in this controversy. But, while it is very difficult for the

Secretary-General to deal directly with such questions as who is the

aggressor and who is the victim, his views have helped to clarify what

may -̂ 'PE have "been a misunderstanding and what the Geneva Agreements

could still be.

First of all, the Secretary-General has used every opportunity to

suggest that the way towards a settlement was to restore to the people

of South Viet-Nam their right of self-determination through the peaceful

processes of Geneva and without foreign intervention (proposals of

August 1965; press conference of January 1966; letter of 11 November 1966).

By focussing attention on this process of peaceful change which is part

of the Geneva Agreements, he has expressed a dynamic view of the situation

which is, of course, alien to that which seeks to perpetuate a static

division of the country. When the Secretary-General said repeatedly

that the Viet-Nam war was a "continuous struggle of a people for

independence", when he noted that there was too much emphasis on "the

power politics involved" or when he refused to analyse the conflict as

a sort of "holy war between two rival ideologies", he has been trying

to overcome the dilemma posed by the two conflicting interpretations of

the Agreements.

The Secretary-General will certainly have more opportunity in the

months ahead to come back to these themes and even to amplify them. There

is no doubt that his statements on these issues could contribute to a

better understanding of the problem and therefore hopefully shorten the

conflict. The main points in this new emphasis could be the following:

(1) The Secretary-General should always recall the necessity for

a cessation of the bombings of North Viet-Nam.

(2) The Secretary-General has seen with increasing dismay a

situation develop in Viet-Wam which is contrary to that envisaged by
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the Geneva Agreements of 195̂ • These Agreements, the first of their

kind, to be arrived at between all great powers, were probably one of

the most important achievements in the field of international relations

since the end of World War II. It is therefore of the utmost importance

that- they be restored and reaffirmed by all those who signed them.

(3) The purpose of the Geneva Agreements of 195̂  was, as far as

Viet-Nam was concerned, to settle the political problems of that

country "on the basis of respect for the principle of independence,

unity and territorial integrity". It was also to permit the people of

Viet-Nam to enjoy fundamental freedoms. These rights have been denied

so far to the people of South Viet-Nam and there can be no progress

towards self-determination as long as the war continues and as long as

foreign troops and military personnel are present in South Viet-Nam.

The way towards a solution is therefore to conclude first a common

agreement which would permit the type of peaceful democratic processes

contemplated in the Geneva Agreements to take place.

(k) The legitimate interests of outside powers could be safeguarded

by a revival of the provisions of the Geneva Agreements guaranteeing the

independence and neutrality of the whole of Viet-Nam. An international

commitment by all concerned that Viet-Nam would not be put "in the service

of an aggressive policy" should serve as a basis for a lasting settlement

in Southeast Asia. For"a neutralized Viet-Nam, with the assistance of all

nations, could in a short time be in a position to play an essential role

in bringing stability to Southeast Asia.

If a broad agreement on the above is possible, then the objectives

of the parties in this war are not so irreconcilable as they appear and

continuation of the war is no longer unavoidable. And, indeed, it would

not be unreasonable to hope that a reaffirmation of the Geneva Agreements

would not be followed by the same misunderstandings which plagued the

Viet-Nam situation after 1954.

(5) However, one thing should be increasingly emphasized: the war

will unfortunately continue as long as t he Vietaamese will have reason
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to fear that, should the fighting cease, this would only result in

an insurmountable and permanent division of the country. Prior

recognition of this reality may be the key to the solution of the

problem, because, it should open the way for constructive, imaginative

steps towards peace, allowing for a withdrawal of foreign forces and

thus making possible the renewal of the peaceful exchanges between all

Vietnamese concerning their political future, in whateverpart of the

temporarily divided country they now live.

*
. *
*

In connexion with these five points, the Secretary-General could

emphasize that the alternative to this is the continuation of a conflict

which, whatever the responsibilities may have been, is turning more and

more into a brutal confrontation between a small underdeveloped nation

and the enormous force of one of the world's super powers. This

situation, which is in itself deeply disturbing, turns counter to the

whole trend of international relations for the past ten years towards

a better understanding between nations and the de*tente between the

larger powers responsible for the maintenance of world peace. In that

context, the Secretary-General could warn that the point of no return

may soon be reached. Beyond a certain degree of irreparable damage to

the Vietnamese nation, the possibilities of a just and lasting settlement

in Southeast Asia would be definitely jeopardized. Already, the elements

of the cold "Bar are gradually being reinstated on the Asian scene and the

threat of a global confrontation extending to the whole of Asia is

looming. It this were to happen, it would be naive to believe that

other parts of the world would not be affected by the regression in

international co-operation that would inevitably follow.
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Inasmuch as more and more nations are concerned by the

continuation of the conflict, one may even suggest that the time

will come when those aspects of the conflict which could be said

to extend beyond the Geneva Conference itself, and particularly

the question of the cessation of the bombardments of North Viet-Nam,

followed by peace talks, could be discussed in an appropriate

framework. Those nations which support the Secretary-General's

position, that a cessation of the bombing is necessary to bring about

peace talks, could meet outside the United Nations, or even - if the

situation in the Security Council or the General Assembly warranted it -

inside the Organisation, in order to give a common form to their views

on this particular problem. Such possibilities should be kept in mind

and perhaps discreetly explored as the situation develops in the coming

months.
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Talks with the PEL delegates

The first talk with Tran Haoi Nam was held in his office in Algiers,on Jan I9th.
It was followed the second day3a by a luncheon-discussion and a third talk was held
again in his office on Jan 26th,

Talks with U Thant; Nam expressed immediate readiness to meet and discuss
the situation ihf Vietnam with the SG "preferably" in Paris. He said that
there was no relations between Switzerland and Vietnam and that the "affairs"
of the US in Algeria being handled by the Swiss, any request by him for a visa
to Switzerland would be known by the Americans who would follow him and know
exactly what he was doing. Therefore, he said that he, personnally, would be
willing to go to Paris, if the SG accepted. He was told of some of the difficulties
which the SG may have in going to Paris, but that the SG would do his best to
arrange the trip accordingly-*— if at all possible.

However,Nam said that he had to consult and get the OK from S£g the FNL,but that
he had no reason to believe that it would be rejected.

He appeared quite 'satisfied1 by the fact that the SG would "at last" diafr meet
the FFL representatives, because "as I always told you,he said, and despite the
fact that w e're one people, the FNL has always been of the opinion that the SG
preferred to talk to Hanoi than to us. The fact that the SG was willing to
see him seemed to reassure him.

He considered the affair of the"FNL representatives to the UN" as closed. He
said that it has never been a decision by the FML Central Committee, but a
"sounding" as to the prospects, with no commitments or final decision. He
expressed some irritation about the publicity given to the affair, because of the
US "leaks", and appeared convinced that the leak came from the US "or from some of
their agents in the entourage of the SG". He said that he had hoped that the SG
would not comment on the matter. I explained to him how the events developped
and under what circumstances (compelling circumstances), the SG had to make some
few comments. He said that the 'affair1 did create some 'problems' with some
"of our friends and allies" who were not aware of anything. But that "we had and
have no reason to suspect the good faith of the SG " but we always fear the
exploitation of such events by our enemies and the fact that the UN Secretariat is
not unvulnerable. He expressed the hope that the affair be "completely buried"
for the time being and that the SG abstains from reviving it in any manner or form.
He said that their "confidence and faith" in the SG were demonstrated by their
decision not to publish any denial of what the SG said, "although we were under
strong pressures to do so" —even within our own organization'.

He said that he had conveyed to the North Vietnamese the idea of sending a
newspaperman to the UN —but received so far no answer. He had doubts, however,
because of the igss question of "security", "harrassment",etc.

When the SG cancelled his trip scheduled for early February, Isoa I conveyed the
news to Nam who said that he had received the clearance to go to Paris, act as
an"exceptionnal decision" which he didnot believe could be renewed in the future, as
far as he was concerned.

He told me that the SG should be informed that the only "places" when he could
meet "responsible" FNL representatives — that is representatives who are members
of the Central Committee — ares Cairo,Havane, Peking,Moscow, Algiers and Pnom-Penh.
In all other capitals, the representatives (so far) are not members of the Central
Committee and therefore cannot discuss things "fully" with him.
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During my last meeting with lam, he toM me that he had just received new directives
from the Central Committee which were also sent to ALL the representativesof the FEL
abroad. It was nothing personal,he insisted, but because of the need to "preserve our
dignity" and to "avoid exploitation" by our enemies, the SG or any other UN
representative willing to see and discuss with the FNL representatives shoikld be
invited to do so "in the offices of the FNL" and not outside. In other words,
any future contacts between the SG and the FNL representatives should be held
in any of the FNL offices mentionned above.

Ham hinted,of course, that since contacts were already established, though indirectly
between the SG and himself, it would be best if any future meeting be held with him.

Nam tookronce more, the opportunity;-;to ask me to convey to the SG the confidence
and trust which his people placed in the SG,nin his personal capacity", and said
that his people arefollowing with great interest all the efforts he is making
to restore peace in their country. Again and again, he said that the SG has to
be "very careful" about his entourage, if his efforts and the trust the Vietnamese
people place in him are to be continued with "success".

He -was quite interested in the impact of the distribution of the FNL program in the
UN and said that other similar moves are to be expected.

His Views about the Vietnam wars

I.— It would be a mmstake to believe or assume that we're looking ine Vietnam
for another Dien Ben Phu, The Americans are hoping for such "huge spectacular"
battle concentrated on one point, but I believe that they will be deceived.
Our strategy is a moving ojje. There was recently an article in LB MONDE
describing this strategy. I urge you to read it, for it reflects quite faithfully
our strategy and tactics.

2.-One of the main reasons of our strategy is to convince all those who have doubts
or entertain, for some obscure reasons such doubts, that the FNL is THE decisive
force for any real settlement in Vietnam, It is not onlji the US which tries to
minimize or ignore our fighting capabilities or our decisive voice. Attempts have
teen made and continue to be made by some powers —even within the socialist camp—
to make it appear as if the key of the crisis is in Hanoi, because for these "powers"
it is important to arrest the concept of the popular wars, the wars of national
liberation. True that we du sppport the direct US-Hanoi talks,once bombing stopped.
But this doesnoti.mean that a settlsnent of the war could be BB±£&B& reached between
them and outside us.

3.-If and when US bombings of the North are stopped,talks will he held very soon
— maybe within 10 days — provided that tjre US doesnot speak of "temporary pause"
or something of the sort, or insists on the socalled San Antonio formula about
"de-escalation",..For how could you expect our people to understand that Hanoi
accepted to slow down its support to us "even for one day" and give,therefore,such
a trump card for the US to exploit against the unity and solidarity of our people?
But let me tell you thiss Much will depend on the real intentions and sincerity of the
US. If in the first few contacts between Hanoi and the 2EE US, such intentions are
assessed in a way that makes us feel that the US is indeed sincere, then EVERYTHING
is possible. And even without a pre-set conditions, fighting itself may slow down
because we have no reason to block a peace settlement.
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But the crucial question is indeed •whether the US really wants a peace settlement
or it continues to pursue the objective of the crushing of the FEU.If this is
their objective —the crushing of our movement— nothing will he achieved and I'm
sure that in no time, the talks will collapse.

in the way I just mentionned,
4.- IkuezHgxfckaz Once bombings have stopped/ contacts for organizing the US-Hanoi
talks would starf'within a very few days if not hours",and such talks could be
held immediately thereafter. 2 At such talks, any problem az± could be raised from
both the US and Hanoi, No question would be dismissed. And again let me say that
things could move very fast, provided there is good faith in the US camp. At this
conference, the question of convening a wider-conference will be,naturally, discussed
and settled,

5.-We would not object to have a "revi&ed" govt. of Saigon participate in the
wider conference. By revised I do not mean a "coalition" govt,with FHL representatives
but a government that would exclude very few of the present socalled leaders,and
particularly Thieu,Ky and Van LOG... But we do not refuse to have a Saigon govt
which would include other "present" members of the Administration/Parliament..*

6.-Of course, fighting will not stop in the South when and if talks start between
Hanoi and the US. But everything is possible,gradually, if things start improving
during tjie talks...

7.-We continue to believe that the USSR should stiffen more its diplomacy visavis
the USA. We're glad that we're receiving better and more soviet equipment. We
continue to stress to our Chinese friends the impact of the crisis between them and
the USSR and there is no doubt that the internal crisis within China has hurt its
image and position in the world,..thus reducing its prestige,

8.-We continue to feel distressed at the lack of "real" solidarity of the afro-asian
worid.Many of them ignore the fact that it's their own struggle,too...and their
aid has been quite minimal, (he even complained about Algeria whose govt. has not
yet granted them a diplomatic status...}

9.-Contrary to what people believe,we have no illusions about the presidential
elections and their results. We know that the "hawks" have more powerful influence
than the doves, but it is very important for our own people to zs realize that there
are opponents to the war in the US and to give these opponents our support and
sympathy,...
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SECRETARY-GENERAL U THAWT'S EFFORTS TO MEDIATE THE VIST-NAM CONFLICT

A Chronology Based on Public Sources

1. Throughout his tenure as Secretary-General of the United Nations,

U Thant made efforts, both public and private, to assist in finding a negotiated

end to the conflict in Viet-Nam. The public efforts included a series of pro-

posals for a settlement put forward at various times by U Thant in his indivi-

dual capacity. Of the private efforts, the one which was probably most important,

and which was subsequently made a matter of public record by U Thant himself,

was his attempt, in September 196̂ , to arrange a meeting between Worth Vietnamese

and United States negotiators in Rangoon. The following is a chronology of these

efforts, both public and private, to the extent that they were made public, or

were referred to in public sources, together with a brief indication of the

situation at the time that they were made, and the reactions of the principal

parties. It is based in part on a more extensive chronology included in the

study of the United States-Vietnam relations prepared by the U.S. Department

of Defense (the "Pentagon papers11}, and in part on official publications of

the United Nations.

Chronology

July 196U; u Thant called for the reconvening of the 195̂  Geneva Conference,

The US declined to participate.

September 1964; As a result of contacts initiated by the Secretary-

General, Worth Vietnam relayed an offer through him to meet with US officials

in Rangoon to discuss ways of ending hostilities in South Vietnam. The US

•waited until late November -- after the presidential elections -- to reject

the offer.

U Thant continued to try to arrange a cease-fire on any terms the US

might want to propose (including extension of a truce line through both Vietnam

and Laos). The Administration did not respond to this offer.-'

I/ According to UN sources, the US did not see an active role for U Thant
until 1965* when Assistant Secretary H. Cleveland suggested his "good
offices" be used to secure a settlement.
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Eric Sevareid commented on these peace feelers on 28 July 1965 (CBS

Radio London) and again in Look Magazine. 15 November 1965. The New York

Herald Tribune of 10 August 1965 also speculated on the story. Official

acknowledgement did not come until 17 November at a press conference. State

Department spokesman Robert McCloskey said the U.S. had refused to talk with

Hanoi because "we did not believe North Vietnam was prepared for serious talks."

Dean Rusk elaborated on this a week later during a 26 November news conference.

Mr. Rusk explained that in the autumn of 196̂ , it seemed clear "beyond a peradventure

of doubt that Hanoi was not prepared to discuss peace in Southeast Asia based

upon the agreement of 195̂  and 1962 and looking tovard the lifting of aggression

against South Vietnam."

February 1965? U Thant called for international negotiations on Vietnam

within or without the UN; he suggested preliminaries to a Geneva-style Conference

might include "interlinked dialogues" among those directly involved in the war

or an informal, seven-nation conference of the US, USSR, Britain, France, Commu-

nist China, North and South Vietnam (or, all 195̂  Geneva participants except

Laos and Cambodia).

Initial US response was negative. The White House said there were "no

authorized negotiations underway with Mr. Thant or any other government" (New

York Times, 25 February 1965). Dean Rusk said the US would agree to no conference

until after North Vietnam stopped sending men and arms into South Vietnam; he

insisted a peace settlement had to ensure the "security and independence" of

South Vietnam. (Press Conference, 25 February 1965).

On 10 March the US formally rejected U Thant's repeated proposal for

a seven-power conference insisting there could be no negotiations until North

Vietnamese aggression stopped. South Vietnam deferred a. direct answer, asking

U Thant for clarification.

Worth Vietnam first apparently notified U Thant that it would be receptive

to informal negotiations, then showed little interest in the proposal. The

National Liberation Front refused to negotiate as long as US forces remained

in South Vietnam (New York Times. 9 March 1965),

On 25 March Jenmin Jih Pao announced that Communist China waa ready to

intervene with men and material if the Viet Cong wanted it, said the USSR
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would not be allowed to demonstrate more militancy than China and charged the

US could not stop the South Vietnamese from fighting by escalating the war.

The next day, Chou En-lai rejected de Gaullefs February call for a five-power Paris

Conference and repeated his warning that intensification of the war could not

force North and South Vietnam into negotiations, Chou said the US was violating

the Geneva agreements and felt Britain and the USSR should ask the US to halt

aggression. In a subsequent statement reportedly delivered to U Thant by Algerian

diplomat Bouattoura, Chou said the US must talk directly with the NLF, not with

Communist China or North Vietnam.

Also in April 1965 U Thant was reportedly eager to visit various foreign

(mainly Southeast Asian) capitals to explore prospects for a negotiated settlement.

Hanoi refused to meet with U Thant, terming any UN injection into the Vietnam issue

"inappropriate".

On 28 July President Johnson announced an additional 50,000 men would be

committed to Vietnam, raising the total to 125,000 men. Also on 28 July, President

Johnson asked U Thant to employ all his "resources, energy and immense prestige"

in finding a way to "halt aggression and bring peace in Vietnam". He asked UN

members, singly or jointly, to try to "bring to the table all governments involved,

in an attempt to halt all aggression and evolve a peaceful solution."

December 2.965' UN sources said the DRV showed no interest in peace talks

proposed by U Thant but that the US was receptive. U Thant said he had had no

direct contact with the parties involved for some time. (Mew York Times, 1 December)

On 17 February a North Vietnamese reply to U ThantTs peace efforts was

reported by the New York Times. It first appeared that Hanoi had posed three

conditions for talks; (l) a new pause in bombing raids against North Vietnam;

(2) an end to US escalation of the ground war in South Vietnam; (3) NLF re-

presentation at a peace conference. The note indicated the US need not announce

a halt in escalation publicly.

February 18: UN sources said that the conditions were U Thant*s not Hanoi's;

officials denied any knowledge of new or changed points issued by North Vietnam.

April 1966: U Thant said he would advocate UN Security Council involvement

in the Vietnam situation if North Vietnam and Communist China could — or would

— present their side of the issue. Thant noted their reluctance to do so. He

called for a unified Vietnam and neutralization of the area guaranteed by the big

powers, including the U.S. and China. Thant reiterated his three points proposal
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(cessation of U,S, tombing of North Vietnam; a scaling down of all military

activity in South Vietnam; a willingness of all parties to the conflict to

meet with each other to discuss peace),

May 31: Le Monde reported an "important UN personality" had hinted the

Romanian government was trying to persuade Peking to accept negotiations on

Vietnam with the United States. The article said the Romanians had taken soundings

in Peking and would continue to work toward agreement even though they had little

hope of success*

On 17 August, Le Monde reported on speculation that the United Nations

would be the forum for new peace efforts* Rumors allegedly varied on the form

of initiatives to be taken but neutral,.especially Asian, nations were expected

to play key roles. Certain Asian delegations were supposedly prepared to put

forward resolutions calling for a cease-fire and negotiations in Vietnam; they

were assured of support from U Thant and Afghanistan diplomat Pazhwak, Other

rumors said U Thant himself had recently set up contacts to make one last try

for peace in Vietnam before deciding whether to be a candidate for ire-election

as Secretary General, According to Le Monde« all these efforts, through non-

aligned nations, were designed to achieve a die facto cease-fire or de-escalation

which would be accepted unofficially by both Washington and Hanoi,

In a 1<? December letter to U Thant, Ambassador Goldberg referred to Pope

Paulrs appeatl and asked the Secretary General to take all possible steps "to

bring about the necessary discussions" which could lead to a cease-fire, Goldberg

said the US would cooperate fully with Thant in the attempt to start discussions

promptly and end them successfully,

Peking said the Goldberg letter was a virtual confession that the US was

pursuing its "despicable scheme of forcing peace talks through bombing," called

it "undisguised and shameless blackmail" and criticized U Thant for again serving

the US "peace talks fraud". There was no official comment from either Hanoi or

the Front, However the Agence France-Presse correspondent in Hanoi reported on

22 December that the DRV was distrustful of any US peace proposal and specifically,

Ambassador Goldberg's letter to U Thant, The fact that this proposal followed a

week of bombing raids on Hanoi made the DRV think the US was using intimidation

to force it to negotiate on US conditions.
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December 22: Radio Warsaw reported U Thant had undertaken a new — and

strictly private — mediation initiative. The commentary said it was rumored

that U Thant had presented proposals to the NLF through the Algerian Ambassador

to the UN; proposals included an extension of the cease-fire, NLF participation

in talks, 'and others.

December 50: U Thant replied to the Goldberg letter. He stated his strong

belief that his three point program, "of which the cessation of the bombing of

North Vietnam is the first and essential part, is necessary to create the possibility

of fruitful discussions leading to a just and honorable settlene nt of the problem

of Vietnam on the basis of the Geneva Agreements of 195U." He urged the US to stop

the bombing "even without conditions."

January 5« 1967: Mai Van Bo said his government "rejects all interventions

by the United Nations in the Vietnam affair for the good reason that this intervention

would be contrary to the Geneva Agreements" of 195̂ -« The same day, Peking called

U Thant "another lackey of US imperialism" and said his letter contained "the same

stuff pulled out of JohnsonTs portofolio." (NCNA, 5 January)

Pravda, discussing the letters and rumors of U ThantTs new initiative, said

if the US "unconditionally ceases the bombing of Worth Vietnam and if all sides

extend the New Year cease-fire" there "might follow some favorable developments,"

(TASS, 31 December)

January 10; U Thant, in a speech, described the National Liberation Front

as an "independent entity analogous to the Liberation Frpnt of Algeria." He said,

there will be no move toward peace so long as the bombing of North Vietnam is

going on." Thant disputed the domino theory and said there were "basic differences'"

of approach, concept, even assessment, between himself and the United States.

(New York Times* 11 January)

February 10: U Thant appealed for an extension of the Tet cease-fire and an

end to the US bombing of North Vietnam as the first step toward the conference

table to end the war. He reiterated his conviction that adoption of his three-

point plan would "bring about a favorable climate for peaceful talks between the

parties." (New York Timesf February 11)

March 29: At a press conference, UN Secretary General U Thant revealed pro-

posals for settling the Vietnam war which he had presented to the "parties directly

involved in the Vietnam conflict" on March 14. His first step, a "general standstill
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truce," was termed "a practical necessity if useful negotiations are to be under-

taken." Because of the difficulty of providing effective practical supervision,

Thant stated it would be up to the combata'tots to exert earnest efforts to enforce

the truce. Once the truce comes into effect, the parties directly involved in the

conflict would take the next step of entering into preliminary talks. Thant said

these talks could take the following forms: (l) Direct talks between the U.S. and

the DRV; (2) Direct talks between the U.S. and the DRV with the participation of

the Geneva Co-Chairmen; (3) Direct talks between the U.S. and the DRV with the

participation of the members of the ICC; (4) Direct talks between the U.S. and the

DRV with the participation of the Geneva Co-Chairmen and. the members of the ICC.

Thant said "these preliminary talks should seek to reach an agreement on the timing,

place, agenda and participants in the subsequent formal meeting — the reconvening

of the Geneva conference." Thant stressed the importance of including both the

Saigon Government and the Front as participants in the formal conference. On

April 1, U Thant called upon the U.S. "unilaterally to put the stand-still truce

into effect and therefore fire if only fired upon." He claimed that only in this

way can the impasse be broken. (New York Times, March 29, April l)

March 18: The U.S. accepted the three-point peace plan, called for prompt

talk to lead the way to a general stand-still truce, and pledged U.S. preparedness

to enter negotiations at any time. The U.S. added, the Government of South Vietnam

will have to be "appropriately involved throughout the process." (New York Times,

29 March) The U.S. avoided a direct reply to ThantTs "unilateral stand down" comment,

South Vietnam accepted "in principle the main points of the Secretary's proposals,"

but offered two suggestions. It called for a meeting between the representative of

the DRV armed forces and its own to discuss the details cf the truce and suggested

that instead of the preliminary meeting, a "Geneva-type international conference

be held as soon as possible after the truce is effectively enforced." (Saigon

Vietnam Press. 29 March)

A DRV Foreign Ministry spokesman on March 27 commented
on "western reports of a new U Thant-proposed Vietnam
solution. The spokesman said "to call on both sides to
cease-fire and hold unconditional negotiations, while the
United States is committing aggression against Vietnam
and taking serious steps in its military escalation in
both zones of Vietnam is to make no distinction between
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the aggressor and the victim of aggression, to depart from
reality and to demand that the Vietnamese people accept the
conditions of the aggressors." He added, "the Vietnam pro-
blem has no concern with the United Nations and the United
Nations h'as absolutely no right to interfere in any way in
the Vietnam question."

In rejecting U Thantls proposals, Nhan Dan pointed up the difference between

Thant"s previous plan and that announced 29 March. The first plan had called for

the U.S. to stop bombing as the first step; now the first point entailed a general

truce. Hhan Dan said the truce idea amounted to a demand that the "Vietnamese people

lay down their arms arzlgive up the fight." Further, the new proposal "has not

referred in any way to a point of paramount importance in the settlement of the

Vietnam problem": the position of the NFLSV in negotiations. The paper said any

"attempt to solve the South Vietnam problem without recognizing the NFLSV is to

ignore reality."

April T: Liberation Radio blasted U Thant*s idea, said it "tallies perfectly

with the U.S. bandit's arguments" and "will lead nowhere" because it ignores the NLF

and is a "screen to cover up the dirty faces of the U.S. aggressors."

China denounced U Thantrs proposal and said the initiative represents "another

big joint US-USSR fraud and conspiracy to force capitulation through war." Jenmin

"J'jD6~Pao~said~:thi3 proposal is worse than ThantTs earlier one which called for a

halt in US bombing because it imposes "more severe conditions" on the Vietnamese.

Tfee general truce was called a "refurbished version of Johnson*s principle of

reciprocity." U Thant was called a "faithful flunkey of US imperialists," the UN

"a tool in the hands of the US imperialists," (NGNA, 31 March)

May 1967: In a 1 May speech, Secretary of State Rusk listed 28 proposals

toward peace "made by ourselves or by others." He said "... we have said yes to

these same proposals and Hanoi has said no. Surely all those yesses and all those

noes threw a light upon motivation — upon the question of who is interested in peace

and -who is trying to absorb a neighbor by force." (Hew York Times, 2 May)

U Thant reportedly disputed the impression offered by Rusk in the May Day

speech. He felt imminent negotiations has been frustated in February 1965 and in

December 1966 by US bombings. (Washington Post. 3 May) The Soviets argued with

Rusk's theme. A TASS broadcast noted that Rusk "did not say, however, that all

the American proposals had been in the nature of ultimatums and could not be accepted

by a sovereign state." (TASS, 1 May)
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May 10 and 11; U Thant repeated his .appeal for a "bombing halt. He

said five South Asian governments he visited on his recent tour agreed with

his analysis that a bombing halt would result in talks, that without a cessation

of bombing no talks were possible. He said "the people of Vietnam should be

permitted to resolve their problems without foreign interference." (New York

Times, 11 May) Thant quoted Secretary McWamarals admission that bombing did

not have the desired effects of reducing infiltration and pleaded with the

United States to take "certain limited risks," (Washington Post, 11 May)

In another speech, U Thant reiterated his position that since January 28,

Hanoi had repeated that bombing was the first obstacle to talks, Thant said

Hanoi*s averred willingness to talk after a bombing halt recognized the position

of its allies.
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1968

18 January -- In his first 1968 press conference, U Thant said

he was still convinced that meaningful talks on Viet-Warn would be

held within three to four weeks if bombing of Worth Viet-Nam were

ended; eventual negotiations must lead to reconvening of Geneva

Conference.

2k February -- Secretary-General issued statement on Viet-Warn,

reporting on his discussion in New Delhi, Moscow, London and Paris.

He again called for cessation of bombing of North Viet-Nam as first

step towards negotiations to end the war. Such a step, he stated,

would lead to early talks, perhaps within a few days.

15 April -- Returning from European visit, U Thant said he

had had contacts with both Washington and Hanoi. He appealed to

both sides for no further delay in agreeing on a site for preliminary

talks which both sides had agreed to undertake.

2k April -- Secretary-General again appealed to Washington

and Hanoi to agree "without further delay" on a venue for talks on

Viet-Nam. The range of choice, he said, had narrowed to a few

cities, among which Warsaw and Paris could be regarded as suitable.

15 May -- Speaking at University of Alberta in Edmonton,

Canada, U Thant said the Paris talks on Viet-Nam should start an

irreversible trend towards normalization of the situation in

Viet-Nam, and lead to substantial talks involving all interested

parties. He said it would be useful to envisage neutralization of

the entire area, including both North and South Viet-Nam, Laos and

Cambodia.

16 June -- At a press conference following luncheon given by

the United Nations Correspondents Association, the Secretary-General

expressed the view that the Paris talks on Viet-Nam "will be deadlocked

for a long time to come"; there was an assumption on both sides that

military victory or defeat was still possible. He said his three-

point formula -- cessation of bombing of North Viet-Nam, de-escalation

of fighting by all parties in South Viet-Nam, and willingness to talk
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to all those directly involved in the fighting -- was still valid.

19 September — The Secretary-General., speaking at the annual

luncheon of the United Nations Correspondents Association, said

progress in ending the Viet-Warn conflict would come only if the

militarily more powerful side took the essential first step of

ending the bombing of North Viet-Nam and ceasing all hostile acts

against that country.

23 September — U Thant., at a press conference, said he

wondered whether a resolution requesting cessation of the bombing

of North Viet -Nam would not receive a majority vote in the Assembly;

this was not a very practical proposition, however, since the item

was not before the Assembly. He did not see "the light at the end

of the tunnel for another year or so".

2k September -- The Secretary-General, in the Introduction to1

his annual report, called for political and military de-escalation

in Viet-Nam; the conflict should be isolated from adverse international

influences and the Vietnamese left to deal with their won problems.

The neutralization of the entire Indo-Chinese peninsula should be

the basis for a settlement.

1 November -- Following the United States announcement of

51 October on cessation of the bombing of North Viet-Nam, U Thant

declared in a statement that the decision was ."a first and

essential step toward peace" which he and others had urged for

nearly three years. He also welcomed the reported agreement on

participation in the Paris peace talks of representatives of both

the Government of South Viet-Nam and of the National Liberation Front,

together with those of North Viet-Nam and the United States. U Thant

appealed to all parties in the war to avoid any action likely to

impede progress towards an early settlement. The President of the

Assembly, Emilio Arenales (Guatemala), issued a statement describing

the decision as "a very important step welcomed by all who were

devoted to the cause of world peace.
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UPI-129
ADD 8 VIET NAM, WASHINGTON

SEN. GALE MCGEE, D-WYO. WOUND UP THE VIET NAM DEBATE WITH A
SUGGESTION THAT SOVIET PREMIER KOSYGIN'S A N T I - A M E R I C A N STATEMENTS OVER
THE WEEKEND SOUND LIKE ONE WHO IS "TRYING TO STEAL WTHE BALL BACK FROM
PEKING." HE SAID THE "SAME KIND OF LANGUAGE1* WAS HEARD FROM STALIN AT
THE TIME OF THE BERLIN SHOWDOWN AND FROM KHRUSHCHEV AT THE TIME OF THE
CUBAN MISSILE CRISIS.

SEN. JACK MILLER, R-IOWA, ENDORSED THE F I R M STAND TAKEN BY
PRESIDENT JOHNSON AND SECRETARY OF STATE DEAN RUSK. HE SAID IT IS
IMPORTANT "NOT ONE SIGN OF ACCOMMODATION BE SHOWN."

MILLER ALSO SAID UN SECRETARY-GENERAL U THANT "OUGHT TO RESIGN*
BECAUSE OF HIS STATEMENTS ON THE VIET NAM SITUATION. HE CALLED U
THANT "ONE-SIDED, PREJUDICED, UNGRATEFUL, SUPERFICIAL AND UNREALISTIC .

3/1 —EG306PES



U N I T E D N A T I O N S

Press Services
Office of Public Information

United Nations, H.Y.
(FOR USE OF INFORMATION MEPIA — NOT AN OFFICIAL RECORD)

Press Release SG/SM/923/Rev.l
3 April 1968

STATEMENT BY SECRETARY-GENERAL ON VIET-NAM

Following is the text of a statement recorded today by the Secretary-General,

U Thant, for television and radio:

"This morning at about 10:00 o'clock, I received the following news dispatch

by Reuters. It reads: 'Hanoi Radio said tonight that North Viet-Nam was ready

to meet with American representatives to consider an end to the fighting.l

"Based on this news dispatch I issued the following message at noon today.

The message is as follows:

"'I have read with gratification news reports that the Government of North

Viet-Nam is ready to send representatives to meet with United States representa-

tives to consider an end to the fighting.

"'I very much hope that such talks will constitute a positive first step

towards ending the tragic conflict in Viet-Nam.

"'In this context, I am happy to note that the initiative taken by

President Johnson in de-escalating the war has led to this promising development,

"'Finally, I wish to reiterate my long-held conviction that meaningful

talks will take place even perhaps within a matter of a few days once all

bombing and other acts of war against North Viet-Nam are ended.'"

# ### •*



U N I T E D N A T I O N S

Press Services
Office of Public Information

United Nations, K.Y.

(FOR USE OP INFORMATION MEDIA — NOT AW OFFICIAL RECORD)

Press Release SG/SM/934
2k April 1968

STATEMENT BY THE .SECHBIARYtGEMgRAL OH VIET-NAM

The following statement was issued today by the Secretary-General,

U Thant:

"Three weeks have elapsed since agreement has been reached between the

United States and the Democratic Republic of Viet-Nem to hold preliminary

talks. Taking into account the considerations publicly advanced by both sides

regarding the selection of a venue for such talks, it esems to me that the range

of choice has now narrowed down to a few cities. Among these, in my view,

Warsaw and Paris could be regarded as suitable sites,

"While I am not aware of any new developments in this regard, it is

distressingly clear to me that meanwhile the war in Viet-Wam has been raging

unabated. Bombing raids above the 17th parallel in the past weeks were reported

to be more intensive than ever before, although the area of bombing is more

limited* There are signs that fighting in the South will increase in intensity.

Such a situation is far from propitious for meaningful preliminary talks, and

I would fervently appeal to all parties directly involved in the war to endeavour

to create a more favourable atmosphere* I also appeal to Washington and Haaoi

to agree without further delay on a venue for the preliminary talkst"

#*#



U N I T E D N A T I O N S

PresS Services
Office of Public Information

United Katieus, N.Y.

(FOR USE OF ̂ FORMATION MEDIA — NOT AN OFFICIAL RECORD)

Press Release SG/SM/9̂ 0
3 May 1968

STATEMENT BY SECRETARY-aFNEFAL PIT VIET-HAM

The following statement was issued today by the Secretary-General,

U Thant:

The agreement of the Democraiiie Republic of Viet-Nam and the United States

to hold preliminary talks in Paris beginning on 10 May will be hailed with

satisfaction throughout the world. I am veiy happy at this encouraging develop-

ment which,, while only'a first step, is a vital and indispensable one. I most

earnestly hope that the preliminary talks will be amicable and fruitful.

The parties may be assured that the international community heartily

applauds their decision to go to the conference table and will readily extend

its co-operation and assistance whenever required. I am also confident that

the Government of France will afford eveiy help and make all necessary arrange-

ments for the proper conduct of these talks,

-if -*#* *



UNITED STATES MISSION TO THE UNITED NATIONS

PRESS RELEASE
799 UNITED NATIONS PLAZA

NEW YORK, N. Y. 10017

YUkon 6-2424

NOTE TO CORRESPONDENTS Press Release USIM-59(?0)
May 6j 1970

The following statement was issued today by Secretary of State

William P. Rogers in Washington, D. C.

I have read with interest the statement by Secretary General
U Thant in which he stresses the need for "urgent3 decisive and
courageous measures toward peace" in dealing with the situation
in Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia. He concludes with a call for
convening an international gathering of all parties to deal with
these issues.

President Nixon has made it clear that he wants to explore
any suggestion that holds out any reasonable prospect for peace.
I so stated that on April 18 in a speech in New York City. We
accordingly welcome the recommendations made by the Secretary
General in his statement and will watch with interest the response
of the international community.

* # . # * # # # #
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Translation

IMMEDIATE Paris, 6 July 1965

ATTENTION : M. DE CHALVRON.

I WOULD BE GRATEFUL IF YOU WOULD CONTACT U THANT URGENTLY

TO TRANSMIT THE FOLLOWING CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION TO HIM ORALLY :

FOLLOWING OUR PREVIOUS MESSAGES, WE ARE ABLE TO CONFIRM TO HIM

THAT MR. BO RECEIVED HIS GOVERNMENT'S AGREEMENT FOR THE ENVISAGED ENCOUNTER.

THIS MEETING THEREFORE COULD TAKE PLACE ON THE DAY WHICH HAS BEEN FIXED

BY COMMON AGREEMENT, I.E. THURSDAY 8 JULY AND, UNLESS THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

OBJECTS, AT 17.00 HOURS: AT THE PLACE WHICH WILL BE INDICATED TO HIM

AS SOON AS HE ARRIVES AT ORLY.

AS THE PERSON WHO WILL TALK TO U THANT DOES NOT SPEAK ENGLISH, WE

WOULD BE GRATEFUL IF HE COULD TAKE AN INTERPRETER ALONG.

WE WOULD LIKE TO SUGGEST THAT THE SECRETARY-GENERAL, WHO WILL

DOUBTLESSLY CONSIDER IT OPPORTUNE TO DISCLOSE THE REASON FOR HIS TRIP TO

PARIS, MAKES IT CLEAR THAT HE PROPOSES TO MEET WITH MR. COUVE DE MURVILLE.

THE MINISTER IS, IN FACT, QUITE WILLING TO RECEIVE HIM AT 16.00 HOURS.



y

PARIS LE 6 JUILLET 1965

+++IMMEDIAT - RESERVE***

% GENEVE 244 45

A L'ATTENTION DE MONSIEUR DE CHALVRON.

JE VOUS SAURAIS GRE-DE JOINDRE D'URGENCE U THANT ET DE

LUI TRANSMETTRE ORALEMENT LA COMMUNICATION COMF1 DENT IELLE SUIVANTE:

CQMME SUITE A NQS PRECEDENTS MESSAGES, NOUS SOMMES EN

MESURE DE LUI CONFIRMER QUE M. SO A RECU L'ACCORD DE SON GOUVERNEMENT

POUR LA RENCONTRE PREVUE. CELLE Cl POURRA DONC AVOIR LIEU LE JOUR

QUI A ETE CONVEMU' D'UN COMMUN ACCORD, SOIT LE JEUDI 8 JUILLET ET,

SAUF OBJECTION DE LA PART DU SECRETAIRE GENERAL, A 17 HEURES, AU

LIEU QUI LUI SERA INDIQUE DES SON ARRIVES A ORLY.

LUI
L'INTERLQCUTEUR DE U THANT ME PARLANT PAS LfANGLAIS, NOUS

SAURIONS GRE DE SE FAIRE ACCOMPAGNER D'UN INTERPRETE.

NOUS SUGGERONS QUE LE SECRETAIRE GENERAL, QUI ESTIMERA

SANS DOUTE OPPORTUN DE DIRE LA RAISON DE SON DEPLACEMENT A PARiS,

PRECISE QUML SE PROPOSE DE RENCONTRER M. COUVE DE MURVILLE. LE

MJNISTRE EST EN EFFET TOUT DISPOSE A LE RECEVOIR A 16 HEURES./.

DIPLO
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